CRYSTAL RESET
19 June 2017 - 21 December 2017

HERE’S YOUR CHANCE TO EARN MORE!
REGARDLESS OF YOUR RECOGNITION RANK on 19 June 2017,
you now have the opportunity to earn up to £1,639.34 in Crystal Bonuses.

HOW IT WORKS:
EARN CRYSTAL BONUSES AS YOU RISE THROUGH THE RANKS! This is your chance to earn rewards when
you personally develop new Consultants or help existing Members with a recognition rank of Associate
reach Consultant for the first time. Develop two new Consultants to become a Manager. Develop four more
to become a Director. Finally, develop four more for a total of ten new Consultants (five on the right and
five on the left) to become an Executive. Meet your deadlines and earn Crystal Bonuses at every rank!
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If I have already achieved the Recognition rank of Manager,
Director or Executive, can I still earn the Crystal bonuses?
All Associates who have previously reached any rank can
earn the Crystal Manager, Crystal Director and Crystal
Executive bonuses by promoting new personally developed
Consultants during the contest period.
When are the Crystal Reset awards paid out? All Crystal
bonuses are paid one week in arrears from the end of the
commission week*. For example, if you achieve Crystal
Director on 29 June 2017, your bonus would be paid on
10 July 2017.
Can all Platinum business centres participate in the reset?
Yes, each business centre participates independently, based
on the Recognition (highest achieved) rank of that business
centre on 19 June 2017.

4. Can Members enrol with Isagenix and be given an account
in the placement tree without purchasing product?
Customers and Preferred Customers are required to
purchase product at the time of enrolment. Associates must
purchase a membership, but are not required to purchase
product at the time of enrolment.

5.

I have personally enrolled team Members who were
Consultants but went inactive. If I help reactivate them and
they reach Consultant again, will they count towards my
next Crystal Reset award? No, this promotion is focused on
the development of new Consultants in your organisation.

6. To earn the Crystal Executive bonus, do I need to have five
Active Consultants on each side? Yes, in order to be Paid-As
Executive and earn the Crystal Executive reset bonus you
must have five active Consultants on your left and on your
right teams.

7.

If I have a personally enrolled Customer and they convert
to an Associate, once they become Consultant will they
count towards my Crystal Reset? Yes, if they achieve the
rank of Consultant after 19 June, they will count as one of
your personally developed Consultants.

8. If I have a personally enrolled Associate who has enrolled
two Preferred Customers, will they count towards my
Crystal Reset? Yes, if after 19 June the two Preferred
Customers ordered 100 BV or more advancing the Associate
to Consultant, they will count as one of your personally
developed Consultants. If they reached Consultant before
19 June, they would not count towards your Crystal Reset.

Reset
Scenarios
On 19 June 2017, my
Recognition (highest achieved)
rank was Consultant with one
personally developed active
Consultant. How do I achieve
CRYSTAL MANAGER and
what do I earn?
Create two new personally
developed Consultants before
23 August 2017. You’ll earn a
£204.92 bonus, a recognition pin
and certificate.
On 19 June 2017, my
Recognition (highest achieved)
rank was Manager, with five
personally developed active
Consultants. How do I achieve
CRYSTAL DIRECTOR and
what do I earn?
Create six new personally
developed Consultants before
22 October 2017. You’ll earn a
£614.75 bonus, a recognition pin
and certificate.
On 19 June 2017, my
Recognition (highest achieved)
rank was Director with nine
personally developed active
Consultants. How do I achieve
CRYSTAL EXECUTIVE and
what do I earn?
Create ten new personally
developed Consultants (five
on the right and five on the
left) before 21 December 2017.
You’ll earn a £819.67 bonus, a
recognition pin and certificate.

*A commission week begins at 12:00 a.m. Monday EST (New York time) and runs through the following Sunday until
11:59 p.m. EST (New York time).

Earning levels for Isagenix Independent Associates that appear in this publication are examples and should not be
construed as typical or average. Income level achievements are dependent upon the individual Associate’s business
skills, personal ambition, time, commitment, activity and demographic factors. For average earnings, see the Isagenix
Independent Associate Earnings Statement found at www.IsagenixEarnings.com.
Promotion rules are subject to change by Isagenix at any time without prior notice. Isagenix reserves the right to
adjust or deny recognition or other awards to prevent or correct any attempts to circumvent the rules or to manipulate
the promotion and to ensure the spirit of the promotion is achieved.
Isagenix Associates who reached the rank of Consultant before 19 June 2017 are not eligible for this bonus. Consultant
Bonuses are only available to Associates who have not achieved the rank of Consultant prior to 19 June 2017.
Amounts shown in this document are converted from USD to GBP using a conversion rate of 1.22. Please note that this
is not a fixed exchange rate and is for indicative purposes only.
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Isagenix reserves the right in its sole discretion to deny volume or compensation for any activities it deems to be
manipulative or contrary to the Isagenix Rules of Membership. Available to active Associates in the UK.

